Far beneath the surface of Mata Nui, the Toa have encountered a menace unlike any they have known before. Even with the might of the Exo-Toa armor to aid them, the heroes of Mata Nui seem unable to stop Cahook and Gahook, the twin rulers of the Bohrok swarms.

In desperation, the Toa will soon attempt something they have never dreamed of...something that threatens to unleash energies that will change the Toa forever. Can the Bohrok truly be defeated? And if so, what dread price will the Toa pay for their victory?

The darkest tales ever told on Mata Nui...are about to come true.
THE END OF THE TOA?

A short time ago, he led his fellow TOA beneath the surface of Mata Nui.
Their goal: to end the threat of the Bohrok for all time.

Instead, they are learning a lesson in power—one that could mean...

His name is Tahu.
A DISASTER! WE THOUGHT THE ARMOR WOULD GIVE US THE POWER WE NEEDED... BUT WE NEVER EXPECTED TO FACE ANYTHING LIKE THIS.

LEWA HALF-FROZEN...

KOPAKA BURIED... WAVES OF HEAT SMOTHERING GALI...

...AND OUR TWO STRONGEST MEMBERS POKATU AND ONLIA... FIGHTING EMPTY AIR...

...THE VICTIMS OF CAHOOK'S ILLUSIONS!

THIS STOPS NOW!

YOUR FIRES ARE NOTHING COMPARED TO MINE, MONSTER!
All the powers of the Bohrok belong to us!

If fire will not defeat you, then taste the power of stone!

The mask ofleshing can protect me from this barrage...

But the strain...

Tahu's in trouble... but my water powers have failed me, I can't help him!

Onua! Pohatu! You are fighting shadows --

-- and Tahu needs you!

Tahu...?!

That thing's trying to down him with the power of the Pahra!

But those aren't rocks --

-- this is a rock!
ALL OF YOU—SHED YOUR ARMOR! IT HINDERS OUR ELEMENTAL POWERS--

YOU DARED CHALLENGE THE BOHROK SWARMS! YOU HAVE NO HOPE! THE MISSION WILL PROCEED!

YOU DARED OPPRESS YOUR BROTHERS! THEREFORE YOU MUST FALl! MATA NUI WILL BE CLEANSED!

---AND THEY ARE OUR ONLY HOPE!

TOA! SURROUND THEM! WE MUST COMBINE OUR POWERS!
BUT, THE DANGER...!

THE SAFETY OF OUR PEOPLE IS WORTH ANY RISK.

IF POWER IS ALL THESE CREATURES UNDERSTAND—THEN WE WILL SHOW THEM POWER!
FOOLS! YOU THINK YOU HAVE WON... BUT YOU CANNOT IMAGINE WHAT YOU HAVE UNLEASHED!

Looks like Cando and Gando had one more surprise for us!

This is not their doing! This comes from the very heart of Mata Nui.

The floor... we're... we're sinking!

Prepare yourselves!
TOA NUVA - THE POWER

The strange energies of the protodermis have transformed the power than ever before. But can even the might of the Toa...

Onua Nuva

Mata Nui will need the wisdom and strength of Onua Nuva more than ever in the months to come. Now no place on the island is too far or too dangerous for him to reach, for his quake breakers can be used as high-speed, all-terrain tracks. They can also be used to carve new passages in the earth. Onua Nuva wears the Pakari Nuva, which increases his raw strength to amazing levels.

Pohatu Nuva

Pohatu Nuva's climbing claws make it easier than ever for him to scale the rocky peaks near his village. When joined together, his claws form the legendary Kodan ball. Using the Great Mask of Speed, Kakama Nuva, he has devoted himself to repairing the damage done to Po-wahi by the rampaging Bohrok.

Kopaka Nuva

His new power has, if anything, make Kopaka Nuva even colder and more remote than the mountain upon which he lives. His ice blade can be split in two to form power ice skates that let him rip through the ice and snow. He wears Akaku Nuva, using its power to keep watch on all of Ko-wahi from the top of Mount Ihu.
WER LIES BENEATH

Toa into the Toa Nuva, with new tools, new armor, and greater Nuva overcome the darkness that threatens all of Mata Nui?

Lewa Nuva

The Toa Nuva of Air has grown stronger as a result of his struggles against the Bohrok. His new air katana can be attached to his body to allow him to glide on wind currents. Combined with the power of Miru Nuva, he can now fly high over the island, keeping an eye out for potential threats to the peace of Mata Nui.

Gali Nuva

Gali Nuva’s aqua axes can be attached to her feet to serve as scuba fins. Now there is truly nothing faster or more powerful than her under the water! And she will need that power to save Ga-koro from the darkness that is on its way. Protector of the oceans and waterways of the island, her Kaukau Nuva allows her to plunge to the very bottom of the sea and survive.

Tahu Nuva

Of all the Toa Nuva, Tahu Nuva most welcomes his new power. Now he feels even more confident that he can protect Ta-koro from any danger! When trouble threatens, his magma swords can be joined together to form a lava board that carries him swiftly over the magma flows. He wears the Hau Nuva, which he uses to protect his people against any harm.
Kopaka... what has happened? What have we become?

More than we were. More than anyone has ever been.

Those chambers were filled with protodermis! It changed us—increased our power...

Questions like these: What happened to Cahdok and Gahdok? And how are we going to get out of here?!

RUMMMMMBBBBLEEE

Look out! That stone is falling right for us!

It's no use! It's too big, and there's nowhere to run to!
KARRUNNNCH

The mask of shielding protected us all! It could never do that before...!

And it never will again, if we do not escape! Lewa, Pohatu... combine the powers of your masks!
SURE, I SEE!
The mask of speed gets us off the ground...

AND THE MASK OF LEVITATION KEEPS US IN THE AIR!

WHY DIDN'T I THINK OF THAT?

YOU WOULD HAVE, LEWA... EVENTUALLY, IF WE HAD THE TIME TO WAIT.

BUT PATIENCE IS NO VIRTUE WHEN THE GROUND BEGINS TO SHAKE.

IT FEELS LIKE THE ISLAND IS COLLAPSING INTO THE SEA!

THIS WAY! I SEE LIGHT AHEAD!

THROUGH THE TUNNELS, EVERYONE--GO!

RUMBLEE! KRA-KAM! KRAKXX!
WATCH OUT! THERE ARE BOHROK HEADED STRAIGHT FOR US!

CHIKT-CHIKT-CHIKT-CHIKT!

WITHOUT CAHOOK AND GAHOOK TO DIRECT THEM, THEY ARE CONFUSED OUT OF CONTROL...

I SHARE THE POWER OF THE MASK OF STRENGTH WITH YOU!
WE MUST USE IT NOW!

SLAMM...M...

HERE THEY COME!
"AND THERE THEY GO!"

"THIS WILL KEEP THEM FROM RETURNING FOR A WHILE."

"AS THE ICE MELTS, THEY WILL BE FORCED FURTHER BELOW!"

"ADMIRE YOUR WORK LATER! OUR BLOW HAS WEAKENED THIS TUNNEL EVEN MORE!"

"THE BOHROKS' DOMAIN IS COLLAPSING! GO! GO!"
WE DID IT! THE THREAT OF CAHDOK, GAHDOK, AND THE SWARMS IS ENDED! BUT AT WHAT PRICE?

NOTHING HAS BEEN LOST.

THE PROTODERMIS HAS GIVEN US THE POWER TO PROTECT OUR PEOPLE FROM ANY DANGER...

...AND TO HEAL THIS SHATTERED LAND!

ONCE WE WERE TOA... BUT NOW WE ARE FAR, FAR MORE...

KRA-BLAMM

NOW AND FOREVERMORE. WE ARE... TOA NUA!

THE END... AND THE BEGINNING!
HELP DEFEAT MAKLUTA.
RECONSTRUCT THE TOA NUVA.
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Find out the latest news from Mata Nui:

- Check Out: Read all new characters from the BIONICLE universe!
- Keep Right on: Go to the edge of the BIONICLE universe with "The Buzz" section!
- Follow the Power Lies Beneath: Tour online with photos and info!
- Play the new "Battle for Mata Nui" game and help defeat the BOHROK!

(Chronicle > Games)

Play the TOA NUVA Trivia Game at TOYS "R" US:

Saturday October 19th
1 - 3 pm

How much do you know about BIONICLE? Find out when you play the Toa Nuva Trivia Game at Toys "R" Us! Compete against your friends to see who can answer the most BIONICLE trivia questions right and move their Toa Nuva the furthest on the board!

First 75 participants receive a new BIONICLE mini-trivia game to play at home!
Each Toa Nuva must collect six Kanohi Nuva Masks of Power in his or her own color – only this way can they hope to defend Mata Nui against its enemies! A Kanohi Nuva allows the user to share its energies with those nearby, making these the most powerful masks in existence!

**Pakari Nuva: The Great Mask of Strength**
Increases the strength of the user and those around him to its ultimate.

**Kakama Nuva: The Great Mask of Speed**
Allows the user and those nearby to move at great speed and pass through solid objects without harm.

**Miru Nuva: The Great Mask of Levitation**
Allows the user and those close by to soar into the air and reach amazing heights.

**Hau Nuva: The Great Mask of Shielding**
Provides the user and those around him protection against the most powerful attacks, but not against strikes from ambush.

**Kaukau Nuva: The Great Mask of Water**
Allows the user to breathe underwater for an unlimited time, even at extreme depths.

**Akaku Nuva: The Great Mask of X-Ray Vision**
Allows the user and those close by to see through walls and discover that which is concealed by physical means or illusion.